
The Unitron Way

Peckforton Costle Is a country house built in the style of a medieval castle. The house was built in the middle of the 19th century as 

a family home for John Tollemache, a wealthy Cheshire landowner, estate manager, and Member of Parliament.

A novel approach to business has been introduced by 

Unitron UK. Specially invited hearing aid dispensers 

were the first to hear about Flex:trial, a new way to 

increase the number of people purchasing hearing 

instruments. Delegates also experienced two new 

products, a wine tasting and a falconry display.

A
 crisp November morning at Peckforton 

Castle in Cheshire awaited the invited 

guests of Unitron UK. This was the 

first launch event for the company since 

David Thornton took over as head of the 

organisation. A corporate video of the 

Unitron ‘favourite sounds’ campaign started the day of 

presentations about the new products and software. 

Independent dispensers are Unitron UK’s core market. 

David Thornton said “We are clear about our goals, 

ambitions and motivations. We are judged by our 

performance with the independent market.” He told the

audience, “You need to provide excellent service and 

support to your customers and you can only do that with an 

excellent supplier. We want to be the company that defines 

great customer service.” Thornton continued, “Together 

we are committed to making every interaction easy and 

personal.” To enable this to happen, Unitron are working 

on their processes to smooth this out. For the Company, 

it is all about The Unitron Way -  their promise and their 

service; “We have great hearing aids but all manufacturers 

have that. The choice is the team,” Thornton told delegates. 

David Thornton then provided an overview of the market 

figures with the British Hearing Aid Manufacturer 

Association (BHAMA) statistics from the past few 

years. Independent market share is between 23 and 

25%, and in the last quarter (July-September) entry 

level products accounted for 50% of all products sold to 

the private market. David believes that people demoing 

high end products are setting client expectations too 

high. He speculated that if the right products were 

demoed then credit return rates could decrease. These 

UK market figures set the scene for the introduction of 

Kate Handley, Director of Strategic Sales Initiatives in 

the Unitron International Sales team in Switzerland to 

talk about the new Flex:trial system.



Brian Taylor, Director Practice Development & Clinical Affairs 

with Kate Handley, Director Strategic Sales Initiatives.

According to industry data, most people with self-

admitted hearing loss do not get amplification. Of 

1000 with hearing loss, only 750 will talk to the GP or 

ENT and unfortunately many of them will be told not 

to worry Only 300 will then step into the office of a 

hearing aid dispenser or audiologist and then only 150 

will go forward with hearing aids. Therefore 850 people 

are keeping the misconceptions alive (hearing aids don’t 

work, they’re ugly, I hear well enough).

User satisfaction studies in America cover a huge range 

of consumables and products and perhaps surprisingly 

of those people who are fitted with hearing aids, 81% of 

people are satisfied with their purchase. Kate Handley 

said “We need to change the perceptions of people who 

do not seek help. People are satisfied with the modern 

technology; it’s time to talk differently.”

Unitron believe that Flex:trial is a unique approach 

to the trial and fit of hearing aids. Currently 50% of 

people walk away from an audiologist’s office without 

the amplification they need and the decision to pursue 

amplification is often delayed due to uncertainty and 

fear. “But Flex:trial devices will change this, providing 

your patients with what they want, when they want it and 

experiencing better hearing, all without the need of sales 

pressure,” Handley said. Flex:trial will enable hearing 

healthcare professionals to provide their patients with 

immediate access to trial a hearing instrument fitted 

to their specific needs. A Flex:trial instrument can be 

programmed to higher or lower levels of technology as 

many times as needed for the time period they choose.

Handley told delegates that they could now make the 

first appointment about the solution, not the problem, 

ensuring patients are less overwhelmed. She believes 

it will also help professionals to manage patient 

expectations; they will feel more empowered and take 

ownership of the buying decision.

For several years, manufacturers have been programming 

a product with high or low end technology; 

this is the first time a manufacturer is 

allowing hearing care professionals to 

control this programming, “You become 

the engineer, you can access all the 

solutions in the platform,” Handley said.

If the patient decides to purchase after 

the Flex:trial period the professional 

can instantly transfer settings and trial 

learnings into the new instrument. “It can 

take people seven years to walk through 

the door, don’t let them walk out without a 

solution,” Handley stated.

Flex:trial will mean dispensers have to 

change their habits in their practice. A 

round table discussion ensued where 

dispensers were asked to consider how 

they could fit this new way of working into 

their practices. Dispensers were offered 

a Flex:trial promotion where they could purchase a 

Flex:trial set for £1,000 (this consists of 8 demonstration 

products), or for £2,500 the trial kit plus 10 hearing aids,

5 remotes and 5 uTVs.

After discussing the habit loop and where Flex:trial 

may fit in this process, Brian Taylor, Director Practice 

Development & Clinical Affairs for Unitron introduced 

the new Super Power product on the Era platform. He 

started by asking dispensers if they had ever fit a patient 

who demanded more gain than they were comfortable 

providing, had they ever provided more gain than they 

would like and did they have concerns about over-
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Adam Bostock,

Regional Sales 

Manager, South West 

& South Wales, talked 

people through the new 

fitting software.

amplifying? A survey conducted by Unitron across 

several countries showed that 76% of hearing care 

professionals had encountered patients who prefer more 

gain than is beneficial and 50% had provided more gain 

than they were comfortable providing.

To overcome this problem, Unitron has introduced Max, a 

super power product with Power Adaptation Manager, an 

industry-first feature that addresses over-amplification. 

Wearers are initially given the power that they demand
The Great Hall at Peckforton was the venue for the sumptuous 

• evening meal and entertainment.



»  BHAMA market figures in Q3 2012
Product mix

H igh  end M id  level Entry level

2 3 % 27% 50%

Credit return rates

H igh  end M id  level Entry level

2 9% 25% 22%

David Thornton, 

Head of Unitron UK 

talking about The 

Unitron Way.

but the product then automatically transitions them to 

safer gain levels as prescribed by the fitting formula. 

According to Brian Taylor, the Power Adaptation 

Manager in Max, “Reduces the risks of further hearing 

damage, improves first fit acceptance, ensures better 

long-term speech intelligibility and makes the transition 

from analogue hearing aids much easier.” The transition 

period can be changed in the TrueFit fitting software. 

The other main focus for the Max product is to maximise 

speech intelligibility. Unitron software 

uses NAL or DSL for the first-fit of the 

products, to prescribe gain targets to 

ensure maximum speech intelligibility. 

Taylor explained, “NAL and DSL are 

based on a combination of theory and 

empirical evidence and have been 

clinical standards for several decades.” 

The products also feature frequency 

compression which moves sounds 

away from areas where hearing is most 

damaged, compressing them into an 

audible range for the client to experience 

the full spectrum of sound. Taylor said 

“Frequency compression can be a really 

effective solution for dead regions.” Also 

included is SmartFocus where directional 

speech enhancement, noise reduction 

and gain work together to provide optimum speech 

understanding and comfort for the wearer. SmartFocus 

for the super power category has been changed slightly 

with increased speech enhancement, the directional 

microphones are less aggressive plus an omni-only mic

microphones,

As part of the evening 

entertainment, delegates 

were shown how to 

sword-fighf.

The topic being debated: Where would you fit Flex:trial 

into your practice.

option has been added noise reduction is less aggressive 

and gain has been increased in the clarity section.

To celebrate the launch of Max, the UK team has 

sponsored a penguin at Edinburgh Zoo (a penguin is the 

key visual in all the marketing collateral). Unitron have 

free Zoo tickets for any customers visiting Edinburgh!

The final new product for Brian to introduce was 

Quantum E, which Unitron describe as ‘an accessible 

and affordable entry level product’. With 50% of the 

private market sales being entry level products, this 

is a key new product introduction for the UK team. 

Available in a full range of ITEs and BTES, Quantum 

E, features SmartFocus, Automatic Adaptation Manager, 

Natural Sound Balance, Anti-Shock, Feedback Manager, 

Windnoise Manager and some basic wireless capabilities.

David Thornton took the opportunity to relaunch the 

Unitron loyalty programme -  Unite. During the summer 

the Company surveyed existing Unite members to assess 

awareness of existing partners and look at potential future 

services. The key points to emerge from the survey were 

that not many of the external services were being used 

and that it wasn’t actually a true ‘loyalty’ scheme. To 

address this, the Unitron team have changed the scheme 

to ensure that it promotes loyalty with an increasing list 

of benefits for increasing levels of business with Unitron. 

The scheme now has three levels; United United + and 

United Pro. With the top level offering 10% of money 

spent with Unitron being given back to the dispenser to 

spend on business services that they need. Amongst other 

benefits, this group of dispensers will also be invited to 

an international Unitron customer event. All levels of 

membership will now receive a 3 year warranty on all 

hearing instruments. The Company has changed the 

partners so that dispensers can use their accrued funds 

to reflect the survey requests. New partners include a 

design company and a virtual receptionist. Listening 

and responding to customer needs, “This is the Unitron 

way,” David Thornton concluded.
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